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The TORCH time-of-flight detector is designed to provide a 15 ps timing resolution for charged
particles, resulting in  /c (?/ ) particle identification up to momentum of about 10 (15)GeV/2
over a 10m flight distance. Cherenkov photons, produced in a quartz plate of 10mm thickness,
are focused onto an array of micro-channel plate photomultipliers (MCP-PMTs) which measure
the photon arrival times and spatial positions. A TORCH demonstrator module instrumented with
a customised MCP-PMTs has been tested at the CERN PS. The useful implementation for the
particle identification in the LHCb experiment requires single-photon time resolution of 70 ps.
The timing performance and photon yields have been measured as a function of beam position
in the radiator, giving measurements which are approaching the required resolution. A possible
TORCH design of the particle identification system in the LHCb experiment has been simulated
and its potential for high luminosity running has been evaluated.
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1. Introduction

The success of the physics programme of the LHCb experiment heavily relies on excellent
particle identification (PID) capabilities. From the start of the data taking, PID was performed
using Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors [1]. With the existing RICH detectors, momentum
threshold for the kaons below which no light is emitted is about 10 GeV/2. For the protons, the
threshold is even higher and thus LHCb detector does not provide positive proton identification
for tracks with momentum below 15 GeV/2. Adding PID capabilities in the lower momentum
region, has potential to significantly improve sensitivity across a wide physics programme of the
experiment.

A possible option to extend PID capabilities of the LHCb experiment is based on the time-
of-flight measurement over a distance of about 10m. The difference in the time-of-flight between
pions and kaons with the momentum of 10GeV/2 is about 35 ps, which translates to the requirement
for per track time resolution of about 10–15 ps. The work presented in these proceedings aims to
demonstrate that this is achievable using detector based on the timing of Cherenkov photons
emitted in the 1 cm thick quartz bar. The TORCH detector for LHCb experiment based on this
principle would consist of 18 modules, each being composed of 250 × 66 × 1 cm3 quartz bar
equipped with focusing block with cylindrical mirror and 11 microchannel plate (MCP) PMTs as
photodetectors [2, 3]. The basic principle is that the Cherenkov photons propagate through the
quartz bar via total internal reflection into focusing block, where they are focused in one direction.
With such setup, about 20–30 photons per track are expected to be detected, which for desired per
track time resolution translates to the time resolution of about 70 ps for the single photons. Of that,
about 50 ps would be intrinsic time resolution of the photodetector and about 50 ps would come
from the electronics used.

The MCP-PMTs are developed in an R&D programme with a commercial partner Photek
Ltd. [4]. The main aim of the development was to provide PMTs with a long lifetime and high
granularity. The developed device has an active area of 53 × 53mm2 in the housing with a size
of 60 × 60mm2. Internally, PMT has 64 × 64 pixels with the baseline for TORCH being that in
non-focusing direction, 8 pixels are grouped together, but the design would allow grouping fewer
pixels if higher granularity is needed. The effective resolution in the focusing direction is improved
by charge sharing where photon would be typically detected on more than one neighbouring pixels.

The goal of the test beam studies is to demonstrate that the timing of the Cherenkov photons
can be achieved with required single-photon resolution of 70 ps. In this work, we will show that the
project made significant progress towards this goal and that the required resolution is within reach.

2. Test beam setup

The test beam campaign took place in autumn 2018 at CERN at proton synchrotron (PS) using
East area T9 beamline, which providedmixed pion-proton beamwith a momentum of 5GeV/2. The
TORCHmodule used had quartz bar of size 125×66×1 cm3, which is half-size of themodule needed
for the LHCb. The module was instrumented with 2 MCP PMTs which were mounted next to each
other on the edge of the module. The readout [5] is based on NINO [6] and HPTDC [7] chips, which
provide a time when the signal passes threshold and time over the threshold. To define beam and its
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Figure 1: The distribution of the photon hits in the spatial coordinates on the MCP-PMTs (left) and the
distribution of the photon hits along vertical pixel (finer segmented direction) and photon arrival time for
the single MCP-PMT column (right). The marked bands show the expectation for the photon positions and
arrival time with each band corresponding to the different path in the quartz radiator with band 1 having the
smallest number of reflections along the long side of the radiator.

timing, several additional detectors are used. At the entrance to the area, two Cherenkov counters
are used to identify hadrons in the beam. In front of the tested TORCH prototype, a EUDET/AIDA
pixel beam telescope [8] is installed to measure the beam profile incident on TORCH. The beam
definition is complemented by two timing stations spaced approximately 11m apart to provide time
reference. In Fig. 1 the TORCH image is shown. In spatial coordinates, the image follows the
typical Cherenkov light ring, which is folded by the reflections on side of the quartz bar. Looking at
a single column, as one moves over pixels the signal is detected at different times. The various bands
observed can be attributed to the fixed number of reflections along the long side of the quartz bar.
It should be noted that the two MCP-PMTs used in the test beam had different quantum efficiency,
which is responsible for the difference in the number of detected photons seen in Fig. 1.

3. Results

The requirement on per-track resolution relies on achieving single-photon resolution of 70 ps
and detection of a sufficient number of photons per track. Therefore, it is important to test how well
the number of observed photons is predicted. The check is donewith different beam entry points into
the radiator going from 17.5 cm from the top of the quartz bar to 111 cm. In Fig. 2 the distribution
of the number of hits detected in both MCP-PMTs in data is compared to the simulation, while in
table 1 the mean number of hits is compared. One should recall that the prototype is instrumented
with just 2 MCP-PMTs out of 11 and that one of them had a quantum efficiency well below the
expectation, so the numbers are not a direct representation of the complete module. Overall, a good
agreement is observed with a small discrepancy at the beam position closest to the MCP-PMTs
which is mainly due to events without any hit observed.

To extract the MCP-PMT time resolution, the photons with the lowest number of reflections
along the long side of the radiator are selected. For these, the time distributions on the individual
pixels in a single column of 64 pixels are fitted simultaneously. The shape is described by a
Gaussian core which transitions into a power-law tail. The power-law tail captures the signal due to
the electrons backscattered on the MPC-PMTs anode. An example from the simultaneous fit for the
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Figure 2: Distribution of number of observed hits
per track in data (shaded) and simulation (solid) for
different beam entry points.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the photon arrival times on
a single pixel of MCP-PMT (points) with fit to extract
time resolution overlayed (blue line).

Table 1: Comparison of the mean number of
observed hits between data and simulation for
various beam entry positions.

Position Data Simulation Ratio
1 2.60 2.73 1.05
3 1.42 1.56 1.10
4 0.94 1.07 1.14
5 0.68 0.82 1.22

Table 2: The fit parameters for the parametrisation of
the time resolution on the photon propagation time and
cluster size along with the expectation corresponding
to the required performance.

Expectation [ps] Measurement [ps]
fconst 33 33.0 ± 7.1
f0

prop 3.75 ± 0.8 8.8 ± 0.7
f0

RO 60 100.5 ± 5.7

individual pixel is shown in Fig. 3. The extracted resolution for the different columns and various
beam incident positions is also shown in Fig. 4. The dependence on the position in the MCP-PMT
is small and variations can be attributed to the imperfect electronics calibration and selection of the
photons for the analysis.

The dependence on the entry point to the quartz bar translates to the dependence on the
pathlength of the photon inside the bar. As can be seen from the Fig. 5, the resolution can be
parametrised as a function of photon propagation time and number of pixels within the cluster as

f2
TORCH = f2

const + f2
prop(C) + f2

RO(#pixels). (1)

Assuming that the fprop(C) = f0
prop C [ns] and that fRO = f0

RO/
√
#pixels, the resolutions in Fig. 4

can be parametrized by single set of parameters, which are listed in table 2. While the measured
values are somewhat worse than the expectation, the analysis is not yet completed and has room for
improvement. The most important aspect is the calibration needed. The exact timing of the signal
depends on the signal strength and electronics reading out individual pixels. Corresponding effects
are currently calibrated on the test beam data exploiting time-over-threshold information. While
reasonable calibration can be achieved, dedicated calibration of the electronics with well-defined
signals will yield improved calibration. The effect has been tested in a laboratory environment by
illuminating a single pixel of the MCP-PMT with a fast pulsed laser and reading out signals. The
analysis can then concentrate on the signals of the same width to remove spread due to time-walk
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Figure 4: The measured time resolution for individ-
ual columns on the MCP-PMT. The different colours
represent different beam entry points with red being
closest to the MCP-PMT, while the full line shows
measurement with pion beam while the dashed one
uses proton beam.
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<latexit sha1_base64="e/f46q1M+c/nqpQFiIvw3k0Dh/U=">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</latexit>

⇠ (7.8 ± 0.7 ⇥ x) ps
<latexit sha1_base64="DszM/n9/7Sl8s37WQPilAEV/fG8=">AAACD3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAYlgiy7UUiOQS8eI5gHZEOYnUySITO7y0yvJCz5Ay/+ihcPinj16s2/cfI4aLSgoajqprsriAXX4LpfVmZldW19I7uZ29re2d2z9w/qOkoUZTUaiUg1A6KZ4CGrAQfBmrFiRAaCNYLh9dRv3DOleRTewThmbUn6Ie9xSsBIHfvU11ziQskp+7HErlPCPnDJNB7hM//cBzaCNNaTjp13HXcG/Jd4C5JHC1Q79qffjWgiWQhUEK1bnhtDOyUKOBVskvMTzWJCh6TPWoaGxOxsp7N/JvjEKF3ci5SpEPBM/TmREqn1WAamUxIY6GVvKv7ntRLoldspD+MEWEjni3qJwBDhaTi4yxWjIMaGEKq4uRXTAVGEgokwZ0Lwll/+S+pFx7twireX+crVIo4sOkLHqIA8VEIVdIOqqIYoekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9bM9Zi5hD9gvXxDccdmqY=</latexit>

⇠ (7.7 ± 0.4 ⇥ x) ps
<latexit sha1_base64="1t7SIicaEyWKIDb1MJUIkLKuV+o=">AAACD3icbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DAYlgiy7MRCPQS8eI5gHZEOYnUySITO7y0yvJCz5Ay/+ihcPinj16s2/cfI4aLSgoajqprsriAXX4LpfVmZldW19I7uZ29re2d2z9w/qOkoUZTUaiUg1A6KZ4CGrAQfBmrFiRAaCNYLh9dRv3DOleRTewThmbUn6Ie9xSsBIHfvU11ziQtkp+7HErlPCPnDJNB7hM//cBzaCNNaTjp13HXcG/Jd4C5JHC1Q79qffjWgiWQhUEK1bnhtDOyUKOBVskvMTzWJCh6TPWoaGxOxsp7N/JvjEKF3ci5SpEPBM/TmREqn1WAamUxIY6GVvKv7ntRLoXbZTHsYJsJDOF/USgSHC03BwlytGQYwNIVRxcyumA6IIBRNhzoTgLb/8l9SLjnfhFG9L+crVIo4sOkLHqIA8VEYVdIOqqIYoekBP6AW9Wo/Ws/Vmvc9bM9Zi5hD9gvXxDcCumqI=</latexit>

⇠ (3.75 ± 0.8 ⇥ x) ps
<latexit sha1_base64="Daly/pDb88BxC0v33Dvy7tLEZ6g=">AAACEHicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoMYQZbdREmOQS8eI5gHZEOYnUySITO7y0yvJCz5BC/+ihcPinj16M2/cfI4aLSgoajqprvLjwTX4DhfVmpldW19I72Z2dre2d3L7h/UdRgrymo0FKFq+kQzwQNWAw6CNSPFiPQFa/jD66nfuGdK8zC4g3HE2pL0A97jlICROtlTT3OJ80W7dOlFEjt2GXvAJdN4hM+8cw/YCJJITzrZnGM7M+C/xF2QHFqg2sl+et2QxpIFQAXRuuU6EbQTooBTwSYZL9YsInRI+qxlaEDMznYye2iCT4zSxb1QmQoAz9SfEwmRWo+lbzolgYFe9qbif14rhl65nfAgioEFdL6oFwsMIZ6mg7tcMQpibAihiptbMR0QRSiYDDMmBHf55b+kXrDdol24vchVrhZxpNEROkZ55KISqqAbVEU1RNEDekIv6NV6tJ6tN+t93pqyFjOH6Besj28+wJrh</latexit>

Figure 5: The dependence of the measured time
resolution on the photon propagation time and the
cluster size. The mesh represents a fit with linear
function in propagation time and the inverse of the
square root of the cluster size.

Impact on PID performance
• Updated performance plots after fixing the occupancy issue  

(in Upgrade Ib conditions with no dead time/charge sharing):  

• Performance is degraded (as expected) but remains good.  
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Figure 6: Particle identification efficiency for kaons (left) and protons (right) with two different require-
ments on the negative log-likelihood difference of observing the image given the particle hypothesis. The
misidentification rate of pions as kaons (left) and kaons as protons (right) is also shown.

effects. In the setup, the HPTDC is operated in 25 ps mode compared to the 100 ps mode in the
test beam and the resolution of 49.6 ps was measured which compares well with the expectation of
50 ps. This indicates that with improvements in calibrations, significant improvement is expected
and suggests that the design performance is achievable.

As part of the motivation is to improve low momentum particle identification at LHCb, it
is useful to evaluate such performance. For this, TORCH detector is added to the Geant4 based
simulation [9–11] of LHCb in Run 3 of the LHC accelerator. The ability to separate kaons from
pions and protons from kaons at lower momentum is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where the selection
based on the likelihood ratio between different particle identification hypotheses is used. As can be
seen, good separation for kaons from pions is achieved below momentum of 10GeV/2 and between
kaons and protons up to about 15GeV/2 momentum. These momentum regions complement the
particle identification provided by the RICH detectors and thus TORCH has great potential to
improve the physics reach of the LHCb experiment.
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4. Summary

Results from the TORCH prototype test beam campaign in 2018 were presented. These show
encouraging results and suggest that with additional work on the calibrations the required single-
photon resolution of 70 ps is achievable. The dedicated measurements in the lab provide additional
support that the required performance is within reach. Evaluation of the possible TORCH based
time-of-flight detector considered for theLHCbdetector upgrade shows that significant enhancement
of the particle identification capabilities is possible. The work continues with plans for further test
beam campaign with fully instrumented prototype when the CERN accelerators restart after the
long shutdown, to provide the final demonstration of the concept.
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